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''What Happens
When'' panel
discusses DOJ grant
KUNZANG TSHERING '16
NEWS EDITOR
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e conversation about in•
erdisciplinary theater pro•
duction 'What Happens
When" and the Department of
Justice (DOJ) grant that funded
it, continued with an open panel
on the history of sexual miscon•
duct at Wheaton and initiatives
being taken for the future. On
Thursday, October 22 a group of
about 30 students, faculty and
staff participated in the discussion and also watched a reenactment of a crucial scene from the
play.
Kersti Yllo, professor of Sociology, who taught a seminar on
'Violence Against Women' and
worked on the DOJ Grant Pro posal along with Professor Gabriela Torres said, "Sexual misJews in violation of international conduct and assault has a longer
law, a nd the lack of basic rights history than our response to it."
that are give n to Israeli Jews such She spoke about Wheaton's hisas the right to vote in the system tory as a Women's college and
that has absolute control of their how cases of sexual assault belives. Life as a Palestinian is life as came more prominent with the
a second class citizen.
arrival of male students in 1988.
Living under these conditions
Yllo also spoke about a case
has built up years of frustration in the Spring of 2010 when the
and political unrest in Palestin- Hearing Board had ruled that
ians yet when media sources re- a person had not been sexually
port on any violence or protest assaulted. She stated that this
occurring, they fail to mention caused a lot of controversy and
the occupation. These events do student protest with 500 people
not occur in a vacuum, in order to gathering in the Chapel to exunderstand the actions of Pales· press their outrage. This lead to
tinians, the stage must be set ac- the Sexual Misconduct Assembly
curately. Violence is an inevitable and a revision of how the college
result of occupation; while Israeli dealt with sexual assualt.
extremism comes from a place
An alum from the class of 2012
of unconditional privilege, Pales
gave a personal account of havtinian extremism is the result of
in~ attended Wheaton during
decades of oppression and injus- this turbulent time. He stated
tice. Due to the overwhelminglythat the survivor of this assault
supported Israeli state, Palestin•
left campus and the perpetraians have lost their homeland
tors of the attack graduated
their families and the right t~
from Wheaton. He also said that
defend or
a friend of the victim organized
Cont. on page 3

Fahoum '19: Justified violence:
living under Israeli occupation
S1-tAHO FAHOUM '19
OPINION EDITOR

7:,"he past month has seen a

~~pike ~~ violence amongst
a
Palestinians and Israelis
cr~ss Israel and the occupied
t errit .
ones. Some are calling this
~have a third Intifada, or uprising,
.
. e p rev1ous
two events occur•
rIn •
f 9 in 1987 and 2000 as a result
~h Palestinian frustration towards
occupation. As of October
28
tin'. th is month has seen 64 Pales•
i'an deaths and 10 Israelis.
b sraeli deaths have been caused
YPalestinian male youth, most•
1 st
abbing attacks leaving both
e Israeli and the stabber dead
tbe hands of Israeli authority.
8 killing of these young men
corn • .
m1tting stabbing attacks on
1
. 'f'1e d , as
thsraelis •· s seen as Just,
. ey are a threat to Israeli security
d but there have been several
eaths of innocent Palestinians
as a result of unnecessary force
lJsed by both Israeli Defense

°

ti
;i

Forces (IDF) and Israeli civilians.
This uprising looks fam iliar in
most Palestinian communities
around the West Bank with daily
protests demonstrating Palestin·
ians' frustration with the system
they are living in, these protests
often being broken up by the IDF
where excessive force is typically
shown, including tear gas, firing
rubber bullets and live ammunition.
Israel has held a military occupation of most Palestinian territories for the past 48 years and the
Palestinians' land has continued
to shrink in order to make way
for settlements for Israeli Jews.
The occupation gives Israel control of everything; from access to
water, electricity, the economy,
and basic infrastructure. Some of
the major effects of the occupation include the checkpoints that
make traveling even a small distance difficult, Israel's confiscation of Palestinians' land and the
building of settlements for Israeli

a large meeting on how the college had failed them, which was
followed by a protest in the quad.
Stephanie Daniels, who d irected the play and Charlotte Meehan who worked with a group of
students to write the play, were
also present at the discussion.
They. emphasized that the p lay
was in the words of Whea on
students and hoped to show as
many points of view possible .
Daniels said , "The play depicts
healthy relationships, sex, pressure and rape. Sex is hard to t alk
and think a bout . Rape is about
power and sexual misunderstanding is different from that."
She also mentioned that the play
was followed by facilitated talk
back to create opportunities for
the community to experience
this difficult subject in a way that
is accessible and separate from
own personal experiences.
Daniels also said that the
survey that students filled out
showed that the production
achieved it's goal, in that people
talked about and gained understanding and awareness about
sexual misconduct. She said that
first year students were more
affected by the play than upperclassmen and that the intent of
the production was to spark a
conversation with freshmen .
This was followed by a reenactment from 'What Happens
When' where a couple argues
about whether their sexual activities of the night before had been
consensual. This scene was said
to have been chosen as the situation was ambiguous and brought
up the question of whether it
could be classified as sexual assualt. An audience member commented that the fear and misunderstanding in this scene was
very palpable as
Cont. on pag e 5

Other things you'll find in h_ere:. The unique place of_ the Le Pen family in France (page 3), an overview of Wheaton's
Council on Inclusion and D1vers1ty (page 5), and the inaugural Lyons pride SK (page 8).
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Wheaton College
Public Safety log
Alcohol/Drugs - Oct. 24, 2015 - Saturday at 01 :11
Location : MEADOWS HALL EAST
Medical - Oct. 27, 2015 - Tuesday at 01:36
Location: LARCOM HALL
P.

Safety - Oct. 27, 2015 - Tuesday at 19:07
Location: LINDENS HOUSE
Summary: Parents concerned for their sons safety.

Overheard@
Wheaton
"I just feel like ... l just ... l just feel a lot."
"Global warming is OBVIOUSLY not real."

"I want to bathe in guacamole."
"Whenever I finish writing a paper, I feel like a breeched whale."

§taff

Cont. from page 1. Credit:buzzfeed

From the editor
e long Halloween weekend is over, and things
eem back to normal other then a bit of extra eyeliner I
can't get off of my face and a
sign on the front door of Chase
that reads "Keep Out."
The weekend, the seniors' last
Halloween, was fun and chaotic.
It featured the belated first
Haas dance of the year, which
people stayed at for about an
hour after we were herded in.
I stood awkwardly at the door,
dressed at the last minute as
Jack White, as a security guard
ran his hands down my inner
thighs.
An otherwise dull week, full of
papers about the International
Criminal Court, Rawls and documentaries.
At times like these, it's good
to go to Boston or Providence
to take a load off. One of Wheaton's biggest sells has always
been that it's close to the Action, or at least to where the
Action might be, if you know

where to look.
A few weekends ago, I walked
with friends, some from Wheaton and some not, to an apartment in Boston that none of us
had ever been to. It was cold
and windy, but there was wine.
A "party of about 30 people"
turned out to be four people sitting on a dusty couch, watching
Batman.
The apartment was for five
people and housed six. There
was a long hallway with a dark
wood floor, and I stepped into
it and called a close friend, having nothing better to do than
wonder what was going on at
Wheaton.
Not much was going on there.
A large group of students who
had studied in Bhutan were
watching a movie too. In typical
fashion I immediately began to
spill out intimate life details at
length.
It was nearly two in the morning, and we were saved from
Batman and the Joker when one
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of our friends decided he was
hungry and spontaneously ordered eight Turkish pizzas.
The maker of the pizzas refused to deliver them to where
we were. So, we had to go back
to the Boston University brownstone where we were sleeping
to get them, and to do that we
had to say goodnight to the Batman crowd.
Back in the brownstone. Wine
almost gone. No one wanted
the Turkish pizzas except the
friend who had ordered them
and me, although they had been
ordered with six people in mind.
We managed to finish six and a
half Turkish pizzas before sleeping.
And back to school the next
morning . It's cathartic to have
some city adventures in your
Wheaton experience, even if
you don't do much other then
wander around at night with a
few friends.

As members of the Wheaton community, we commit ourselves to aC
honestly, responsibly, and above all, with honor and integrity in all area'
of campus life. We are accountable for all that we say and write. We afl
responsible for the academic integrity of our work. We pledge that .,..,
will not misrepresent our work nor give or receive unauthorized aid. Vii
commit ourselves to behave in a manner which demonstrates concern fo
the personal dignity, rights and freedoms of all members of the commll
nity. We are respectful of college property and the property of othefWe will not tolerate a lack of respect for these values.

ASK

/ accept responsibility to maintain the Honor Code at all times.

WHEATON COLLEGE HONOR CODE

__.,;

Have a correction or letter to the editor? Send an email to kilduff_adam@wheatoncollege.
edu, or come visit us! We meet in the 1960s Room in Balfour on Wednesdays at 7 p.m.
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Marine Le Pen: the epitome of right-wing politics
THOMAS FENU '19
FOR THE WIRE

F

or 15 years, the French
media has had an obses.
sion with the Le Pen family. Some think that this type of
obsession is similar to how most
People identify their relationships to the Kardashian family·
bYIoving
· to hate them. Despite'
th
e fact the Le Pen family does
not ·intend to entertain French
pheople, I am still startled at how
t here cannot be a week without
t e frontline of the papers being
about them.

Apn·1 21 2002 Jean-Marie
L P
,

e en managed to get to the
~econd round of the presiential elections. The frenetic
rea
. crion of the French people
fdied w·th
. and
1 anger deception
sh
'
arne proved that France did
not recognize itself through the
~alues of that racist old-fashioned p o 1·1t1c1an.
.. Gladly, Le Pen
10st
20% to 80% against his
0
PPonent Jacques Chirac who
th st
en arted his second t~rm as
President.
Jean-Marie Le Pen is either
oved or loathed. I prefer to
~ee th e good in people, and
early hope that my French
fellow ..
c1t1zens understand that
1
oathing him isn't a choice, but
a nee ess1ty.
· He is known for
hold'
tng outrageous statements
;hn Jewish people, qualifying
ern as all having big noses; insulr
th tng M~slim people by telling
e vocation of their religion is
~onquest-like; and affirming that
1n his · ·
opinion homosexuality was
a sin
. f ul and false. Most peo1

pie think of him as the French
Donald Trump. Sadly, the Le
Pen family is often taken more
seriously than Trump.
It would have been grand
if the problem was him only.

"I prefer to see the

good in people, and
dearly hope that my
French fellow citizens
understand that loathing him isn't a choice,
but a necessity."
Sadly, Le Pen has ensured the
reign of his family at the Front
National, a far-fetched right
wing conservative political party
that he founded in 1972. Today,
his daughter is the president of
this political party. Ex-lawyer,
current politician, and president
want-to-be, Marine Le Pen is
decided to take over the Palais
de L'Elysee. She decided to
part ways from her father after
taking over the FN; she understood she would never be able
to become president if the FN
were to have as its symbol her
father.
Today, the French people are
angry. They were angry against
Nicolas Sarkozy's term, they are
furious after Fran~ois Hollande's
actual term, and they want
change. When, I mention the
anger and fury of my fellow citizens, I think I must mention the
state of shock and appal I was in
yesterday when I saw a video on

Photocredit: The Tab

flour thrown at him. The French
people are desperate because
we don't understand how we
can be one of the most powerful
country in the world, and how
we are still one of the few that
can't seem to manage a recover
from the 2008 Financial Crisis,
have gaps of salary growing
steeper and taxes climbing
higher. That is what enforces the
popularity of Marine Le Pen.
Nicolas Sarkozy, the former
French President, and now
Fran~ois Hollande, the current French President, tried to
work all of this out. They have
understood the pain of the
French people. But they actually
preferred to do their jobs than

does what we French people
seem to love to do: whine. She
complains, she explains what is
going wrong, she puts words on
the feelings of betrayal that the
French endure. If I'm being fair,
she gives solutions to problems.
However, her solutions are
extraordinarily simple and utterly out of touch with reality. It
seems as if Marine has a neurosis against the European Union,
Immigration, and all of our past
Presidents. When speaking
about the Syrian refugees four
months ago, she said: "I don't
understand why all of this is a
problem! Just send them back".
Two weeks ago, she referred
to our President as "Vice-chan-

a week ago she stated that
building a coalition with Bashar
Al-Assad and Vladimir Putin is
morally good.
It is with great sadness and
regret that I admit that I am left
clueless as to whether or not
she might become my President.
It is possible. The polls show
it: 32% of the French people
are ready to vote for her, first
hand. Such information can
make the French people leave
the country by morality; "Why
stay in France, if it isn't France
anymore." I really hope that my
fellow citizens understand that
voting for her will only draw our
economy down, and that easy
answers don't work.

Justified violence: living under the Israeli occupation
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Cont. from Page 1
have a claim over both.
Violence is used when no
; th er tool is available. The
alestinian people have gone
from one brutal occupation to
;nether, have been stripped
rorn their basic human rights
and- ignored by the international
community for too long that the
only way to be heard, the only
~ay to_express their anger can
e achieved with violence. The
dehumanization of Palestinians
takes away the legitimacy of
~heir experiences of oppression
. YWriting them off as terror1sts. While we must certainly

condemn these violent acts
committed by Palestinians, we
must also condemn the unjust
and marginalizing system Israel
maintains.
_The United~te's bli d_

"The dehumanization
of Palestinians takes
away the legitimacy of
their experiences of
oppression by writing
them off as terrorists."
support of Israel goes unchal-

lenged, for example the United
States was the only country
to vote against holding Israel
accountable for war crimes in
the 2014 Gaza War; a vote that
included 41 nations. This fight
is most present on college
campuses around the States,
often causing tension between
Jewish and Palestinian student
groups. Most recently, Boston
University Students for Justice in
Palestine demonstrated against
IDF violence on their campus
and later received a threatening
email. Criticizing Israel is not
anti-Semitic, just as anti-Zionism
is not anti-Semitic. We must

challenge these racial injustices
regardless of our own affiliafr.:>ns

or lack thereof.
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Wheaton hosts pride event for homecoming weekend
KATE WILKINSON '17

DESIGN EDITOR
n the Saturday of Homecoming Weekend, alumni
and students milled in the
The Loft which was decorated
with large gay pride flags. This
provided an appropriate backdrop to discuss LGBTQ issues
over mocktails and nachos in the
event Happening Hour: 'Wheaton Pride Beyond the Bubble.'
For many of the alumnae/i,
this was a welcome change
from the campus that they were
once a part of. "It's a lot more
open now. You knew there were
gay and bi people here, but
they didn't have the flags," said
Tara Vocino '10. "Some people
stayed in the closet because
they were afraid to say something."
During the event, different tables were divided with rainbow
signs, indicating discussion topics from networking, to being an

®

The two flags to the left are symbols of LGBTQ rights while the
flag to the right represents transgender rights.

Alliance is dedicated to advocating for LGBTQA rights. Photo·
credit: Kate Wilkinson '17

ally. Several students used the
event as an opportunity to gain
understanding on how being a
part of the LGBTQ community
differed from today.
"It was a different atmosphere
for alums in the 80's," said the

off the new group The Pryde,
through the CampusTap.
CampusTap is a program that
is offered by Career Services
and acts as a Wheaton-specific
linkedln. Through The Pryde,
students can connect with alum-

President of Alliance, Tiffany Sze
'16. "People couldn't come out.
One alum put it best by saying
'if you couldn't come out at
Wheaton, how could you come
out in the real world?"'
This event was used to kick

Wheaton students 'choose one
less' for alcohol awareness
DEMETRA EDWARDS '17

FOR THE WIRE

m

uring the third week of October, colleges ac:~ss ~he
country are part1c1patmg
in events and educational programs that help raise awareness
of alcohol issues on campus.
Wheaton's Health
Education Department and
Student Wellness and Protection (SWAP) collaborated with
Student Activities Involvement
and Leadership (SAIL), Wheaton
Athletic Mentors (WAM), Residential Life and
Student Government Association (SGA) to promote healthy
decisions and boost alcohol
awareness for National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week.
The events held promoted the
"Choose One Less" campaign
that encourages students to
consume one less alcoholic drink
per occasion. Health educator,
Emily Dimon said that this campaign " ries to shift everyone
into a low risk category" by promoting moderation. The Health
Education Departmen held an
event called "Beer for a Beer"

in Balfour-Hood where students
could bring in money that they
would normally spend on alcohol
and receive a root beer float
in return. The money received
from this event was donated to
Students Against Destructive
Decisions (SADD).
Also held this week was the
Moonlight Brunch on Thursday,
October 22 in Chase, where
hundreds of students enjoyed
breakfast for dinner. President
Hanno also made an appearance and helped serve the food.
Boosting Alcohol Consciousness
(BAC) held "BACtoberfest" on
Friday, October 16 in Emerson
where students were enjoyed
karaoke and were served snacks,
mocktails and $1 beer for those
over 21.
Marissa Varrasso '17, a late
night event coordinator and
resident advisor, said that often,
"school events like big dances
and concerts promote excessive alcohol use, but by having
alternative events on campus
like tie dying, gingerbr -ad
decora.·ng and most recently
our 80s arcade night, it provides

a low stress environment where
everyone can come to have fun.''
These events target both underclassmen and upperclassmen.
Events like these are helpful in
reminding students that alcohol
awareness is a constant issue
that requires attention throughout the year. Joe Verran '16,
a resident advisor and WAM,
believes that this awareness
applies to both athletes and
non-athletes just the same.
Verran said, "Even if we're not
directly thinking about it all
the time, it just makes sure the
awareness is there on some
level." For athletes, these events
remind them to think about how
drinking will impact their seasons and performances.
Luckily, the majority of Wheaton students drink responsibly
and are able to enjoy awareness
events likE these. Varrasso said,
"Even if someone is not drinking
for the hour they are painting a
pumpkin with their friends, then
the event was a success.''

nae over LGBTQ issues and star!
a productive discussion.
'Beyond the Bubble', an event
hosted by Alliance, Safe Haus
and Safe Zone, was partially
funded by a grant from the
Council of Inclusion and Diversi·

SGA plans diversity day
ADAM KILDUFF '16
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
e Student Government
Association will host Diverity Day, a series of events
throughout campus meant to
promote awareness of diversity issues. The event is SGA's
response to the flyers bearing
hate speech that were placed
on doors in Meadows West on
September 5.
"We don't want people to
identify with Wheaton having a
hostile campus towards people
of different races, ethnicities,
genders and cultural backgrounds," said Class of 2018
Senator Everett Bertrand. "We
believe that this is more what
Wheaton's about."
The event main section will be
a diversity fair that will feature
various student groups contributing something about their cultures, whether it be food, a stall
or an activity. Bertrand said that
10 or 12 clubs have signed up.
It will also feature a campus-wide initiative called "pardon my ignorance."
The initiative consists of ballot
boxes placed around campus
in which students can anonymously submit cards on which
they describe situations in which
they did not know how to handle

diversity.
The cards will later be read
out loud and addressed.
There will also be discussions
hosted by RISE, a new campus
group. RISE consists of men of
color who discuss diversity issues on Wheaton's campus and
beyond.
RISE has talked to SGA about
doing simulations in which they
artificially create differences
between different groups of
students as a thought exercise.
The event has been planned
by SGA's committee on student
life, which is chaired by Class of
2016 Senator Grace Kelly and
includes Bertrand .
The event's date has not yet
been finalized.
The student life committee
started the planning process
with the idea of the diversity fair,
but decided it was not sufficient
to celebrate Wheaton's diversity, opting for an approach that
combined celebration with more
serious discussion.
"Just having a fair and celebration is good and all, but it's
not really enough to grasp the
enormity of the event," Bertrand
said, referring to the posters
in Meadows. "It's something
we really need to sit down as a
campus and talk abou ."
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Drag show rocks chapel
JEREMIAH RYSER '19
FOR THEW/RE

i·

undering
cheers
and
hants rang out from Cole
Memorial
Chapel
late
la st Friday night as spectators
cheered on their fellow students at Wheaton's 10th Annual
Drag Show. On October 10 the
Alliance hosted this event 'that
brought together drag queens,
acappella groups and perfor'.'1ances by students and guests
in a celebration of self and promotion of acceptance and understanding in the Wheaton
Tiffany Sze '16, Alliance presid~nt said, "Drag puts the gender
~'.nary system into perspective.
t s a performance art, so with
drag, you can see where certain
exaggerations in the gender
are." Though mainstream culture
tends to trivialize and even mock
drag, she said it is important to
appreciate that "drag is not supposed to be funny. Even though
there is a comical standpoint in it,
You have to understand the com'.'1unity suffers from a lot of bullying and discrimination because it
doesn't follow hetero-normative
soc1a
. I and patriarchal norms that
We deal with every day."

Yet, just because drag is not
funny does not mean that it is
not fun. Sze said, "It's supposed
to be a fun environment; it's inclusive, it's not supposed to be a
place where you feel stressed or
discriminated against." According to performer Pia Marcoux '19,
the show was a great success, "I
think the Drag Show is wonderful
because it a space for people to
express themselves in whatever
manner they see fit."
Another
performer,
Mary
Yancey '19 said, "People hear
about the drag show and think
it's fun, but they're also a little
scared because they don't know
much about it, so when they go
and see, (they think) 'Oh, this is
what this is about. This is exciting, I thought this was something
completely different,' and
Indeed, breaking down the
stigma surrounding various gender identities is paramount to the
ability of the Wheaton community to thrive. In its 10th year, the
Drag Show continues to subvert
traditional expectations of gender and sexuality, just by being a
raucous good time.
Drag queen created laughs, awe, and good times from the chapel crowd. Credit: Olivia Cross '19

"What Happens When" discussion
~s

continued from page 1
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th ere was no clear answer.
Brandon White, the Associate
Dean of students explained the
mechanic of sexual misconduct
cases and how 'Best Practices'
Were used to investigate them.
This involved keeping parties
separate and sent to the hearing
board to see whether someone
has violated policy. He said that
they would continue to update
language and regulations.
Students from the class 'Social

Empowerment Through the
Performing Arts' with Professor
Julie Searles also attended the
event. Rebecca Johnson '19 said,
"I am really glad we saw this. I
thought it was really interesting,
especially seeing the scene
from 'What Happens When', it
really put it (sexual misconduct
and misunderstanding)
into perspective."
Teddy Haddow '19 said that
the discussion made him think
about sexual misconduct cases
that have occurred recently,
but other similar events in

the context of the history of
Wheaton and other colleges.
Gaby Eustache'19 said that she
was glad to hear about some
of the initiatives being taken in
this regard.As part of the grant
roquirement, the script of 'What
Happens When' will be made
available to other colleges. The
script has video collaborations
written into it, and Daniels said
that other institutions were
encouraged to produce their
own versions that resonated
with their communities.

The Hunting Ground fosters talks about sexua assau t on campus
LUCAS ROSA '18
FOR THEW/RE

a

e Feminist Association of
Wheaton (FAW) screened
nd held a discussion on
the insightful documentary 'The
Hunting Ground.' This documentary outlined the disturbing
culture of sexual assault on U.S.
college campuses and the institutional corruption involved in
burying these problems. This
screening was held on October
23, followed by a conversation
0 n the problem as a whole and to
What extent it affects Wheaton.

'The Hunting Ground' explored different people's experiences with sexual assault or
rape on college campuses. These
accounts were compounded
with stories of the irresponsible
manner in which colleges react
to these assaults or rapes. The
documentary also explored how
victim blaming was used on campuses and how some colleges
made it difficult to report sexual assault, in order to maintain a
good reputation. This included
allowing fraternities and certain
athletic programs to be immune
to any repercussions or investigations for sexual assault viola-

tions.
The documentary also outlined
some positive changes, showing
how college students can contend violations or neglect of their
rights by filing Title IX violations
with the Department of Justice
(DOJ) or Department of Education. It also explained a positive
trend in reporting and how colleges handle sexual assault, but
it put an emphasis on the fact
that there is serious room for improvemen .
The discussion held afterward
brough up some very good
points relating o the documentary as well as to Wheaton

and the current DOJ investigation. On the documentary itself,
someone said," There was a very
good balance throughout to tell
the [people's] stories, the school
response and the activists' response."
Concerning the campus, one
student said, " Wheaton has not
tried to hide this like the other
schools [from the video and elsewhere]. There isn't this immediate initial denial." Other students
made sure to emphasize the fact
that sexual assault involves people we know here on campus.
"When we get those emails
[about sexual assaul ) from the

school, we have to remember
that these aren't stalkers walking around in the woods, they're
people we know."
Chris Santiago, the director
of Public Safety, also attended
the viewing and discussion. He
comented that he was "disappointed there aren't more males
here." He also said that he was
passionate about sexual assault
justice and sexual assault help,
and these were important issues
to him. Santiago emphasized
how much sexual assault policies
are improving in America, ye!
acknowledged that there was
much work to be done.
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Advice on email·ng and Lymin' Lyons prepare to go to
ove 1·ves
Trinidad with Professor Searles
AUDREY DUBOIS '16 AND
EMILY BERGMANN '16

WIRE STAFF AND
COPY EDITOR

fear

Audrey and Emily,

'W

I'm always incredibly paranoid about sending the wrong
mail to the wrong person or mixing up documents to turn in. This
irrational fear is getting to ridiculous levels. What do I do to get
past it?
-- Afraid of Attachment
Audrey:
Dear Afraid,
You should invest in:
-A half gallon of milk
-Cereal
-Shampoo
Or you could also:
-Stop by bank
-Call your mom
-Pick up the dvd, Xanadu from
library (if they have it)
-Write up Advice column answers
Emily:
Dear Afraid,
I would read this: "Type the destination email address and press
'send'. If you want to send multiple
messages, you can also drag and

drop messages onto the message
window. You can also select multiple messages by holding the 'Shift'
or 'Ctrl' keys when clicking, and
then right-dick and 'Forward as
Attachment' as above."-google
Dear Audrey and Emily,
How do I balance my love life, a
lot of homework and the constant
desire for pizza?
-- Backpack Dinosaur
Audrey:
Dear Dinosaur,
Use a bigger scale! Hahahahahaha!
Emily:
Dear Dinosaur,
Well, pizza is easy enough. You
can get it for free at Live at the
Loft, sometimes Chase has it at
night and as Domino's says, "they
deliver." Your love life is trickier.
I'd suggest having your significant
other do your homework for you,
killing two birds with one stone.
But in all seriousness, do your
homework, and try to schedule
specific times to do special things
with your beau. Affairs of the heart
come and go, but failing out of college is forever.

CARLY LEWIS '18

WIRE STAFF
ose that have heard the Lymi n' Lyons perform know
hat the students involved in
the steel band are extremely passionate about what they do. The
Trinidad trip, which will take place
over winter break, offers 12-15
students the opportunity to see
where this passion comes from by
traveling to the panyards of Trinidad and Tobago to experience the
roots of this enriching musical tradition first-hand.
Music Professor Julie Searles has
been taking students to Trinidad
since 2007. The trip actually began
as a way to start a steel band on
campus. Professor Searles, who
was in a steel band during her time
at Wesleyan University, explained
why she wanted to introduce this
tradition to Wheaton: "I wanted
students to have the opportunity
to get together and play music.
It brings people from all backgrounds together and helps to
build community."
It is clear that Professor Searles
is passionate about her work with
the Lymin' Lyons and steel bands.
She is proud that the Lymin' Lyons'
visibility on campus seems to be
steadily increasing over the years.
This semester they have already
performed at the Opening Cere-

mony and Accepted Students Day
in order to share their passion and
energy with both new and prospective students. Throuqhout the

The music professor Julie
Searles Credit: Wheaton College

year, they can also be seen performing at events such as the Trybe Gala and Spring Weekend.
Professor Searles also emphasized the fact that the relationship
between the Lymin' Lyons and the
Trinidad trip is not a mutually exclusive one. Students do not have to
be in the Lymin' Lyons to go nor do
they have to go on the trip to be
in the Lymin' Lyons. "The band and
the trip reinforce each other," she
said. Essentially, the trip is about
reinforcing the history and roots of
the steel band tradition. "It helps
students acknowledge where it
came from," she said.
The trip, however, is not cheap
and the costs add up to about
$2,400. There is financial aid available for students that qualify, although it is currently unclear how

much student financial services will
be able to offer.
Nevertheless, the trip is a great
opportunity for students of all
backgrounds to gain a new perspective on steel band music and
Trinidadian culture in general.
During their time in Trinidad, the
accepted students can expect
many trips to the local panyards
where they will be able to interact with the musicians and the instruments as well as witness the
extraordinary energy and passion
displayed by the bands. Of course,
there will also be a few trips to local
beaches to fully embrace the natural beauty of the islands.
It is great that Wheaton has
programs, such as the Trinidad
trip, that allow students to fully immerse themselves in other
cultures. In a time where cultural
appropriation is becoming an increasing problem, trips such as the
upcoming one to Trinidad allow
students to gain a deeper understanding of the culture in which
they are immersing themselves,
which ultimately creates a more
authentic and fulfilling experience.

The Council on Inclusion and Diversity: An overview
CARLY LEWIS '18 WIRE STAFF

any have probably heard of Wheaton's Council on
Inclusion and Diversity (CID) but may not be aware
•
of what the council actually does.
Led by President Hanno and consisting of a coalition of
students, faculty and staff, the CID is a continuation of the
previous group PACIE (Presidents Action Committee on Inclusive Excellence) that works to "engage the entire Wheaton College community in the important work related to diversity and inclusion" (The Wheaton website).
What does this mean exactly? The group functions in a
variety of ways. Essentially, members work to initiate conversations about diversity on campus and to provide individuals
with the tools they need to speak up about diversity and
racism.
The council is constantly brainstorming how to best educate the Wheaton community and has already hosted events
designed to start this educational process. On October 19
and 20h the council hosted an event with Dr. Maura Cullen
who led the Wheaton community in a series of workshops
designed to foster conversation on how to make Wheaton
an even more inclusive and accepting campus. "Cullen's
workshop started conversation and kicked off tJ,e initiative
of building community," said Dean Ramos, who sits on the
council as co-chair. Dean Ramos also explained that the CID
is engaged in the ongoing process of finding other speakers
to bring to campus.

Additionally, on November 13, the council plans on sponsoring an open discussion on masculinity and how constructions of masculinity are effected by American pop culture,
which will be led by Kweku Ampem-Darko '17, the CID's lntercultural Board chair. On this same day, Wheaton will be
hosting its first annual Diversity Day, which will give student
groups the opportunity to share their identity and culture
with the rest of the Wheaton community. These events will
provide students with the opportunity to communicate with
each other about important issues related to diversity.

Change happens over a long period of time and the council recognizes that. Therefore, a lot of their discussion is dedicated to enacting change in future years. "The council hopes
to make a significant impact on this and future generations
of students," said Kelvin (Kweku) Ampem-Darko '17. Kweku
says the CID is dedicated to "implementing policies and inculcating diversity into Wheaton's mission."
It is easy to forget when you're caught up in the "Wheaton
bubble" that our campus is not immune to issues like racism. The hate crimes this semester in Meadows were a rude
awakening to some who considered Wheaton a perfect, harmonious community. Whether such a community could ever
exist is debatable, but the CID is dedicated to implementing
programs that are designed to educate Wheaton students,
faculty and staff on diversity's complex nature so that the
campus will be fully equipped to include anyone and everyone that wants to be a part of all the wonderful opportunities Wheaton has to offer.
Wheaton is home to a diverse community of individuals
who are more than willing to share their culture with those
around them. Some may never live anywhere that contains
as much diversity as a college: campus, so why not embrace
this opportunity to learn as much as possible about other
cultures from your peers? The CID makes it easier for Wheaton students to de, exactly that.
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Hamilton is making a comeback in song
COURTNEY ROQUE '17
WEB EDITOR
up your Spotify, search "Ham\!l:lilton," select the album entitled
"Hamilton (Original Broadway Cast
Recording)" and prepare to spend the
next 142 minutes falling in love. Hamilton, a new musical, has taken Broadway
by storm and is quickly becoming a phenomenon.
It was written by Lin-Manuel Miranda,
an_American actor, composer, playwright, rapper and creator of Hamilton
and In the Heights. Miranda's name
n:iay sound familiar to you, especially
since he was just named a recipient of
a 2015 MacArthur "Genius" Award.
Miranda is also the winner of a Tony
Award and a Grammy Award.
~iranda not only wrote the music,
1Ynes and book to Hamilton but he also
plays the lead role (Alexander Hamilton). While a musical about the man on
the ten-dollar bill may sound strange, it
Works. I've always thought of musicals
~bout history as a bit of a joke. I picture
uge and cheap costumes, bad acting

(11\pen

and classical singing about how difficult
it is to be a white man with power. This,
however, is not the case with Hamilton
whatsoever.
Hamilton encompasses all sorts of
music: hip-hop, R.&B., jazz, pop, etc. If
you want to listen to founding fathers
rapping about their lives and America
(and rapping very well, I may add), start
listening right now. Be careful though,
because you won't be able to stop
listening once you start.
With a love triangle, power struggles,
duels and more, it'll make you laugh,
cry and everything in between.
Hamilton is historically accurate,
except for one aspect: race. It may be
expected that most of the actors would
be white men, but that's the opposite
of what Miranda did. There is only one
white man in the entire Broadway cast.
When asked about this in The New
Yorker, Miranda said, "Our cast looks
like America looks now, and that's certainly intentional. .. lt's a way of pulling

Caroline Dyhrberg '19: a rising
voice for iSpeak
EMILY BLAY '19
WIRE STAFF
._,, rst-year student Caroline Dyhrberg proved that she is a force to be reckoned
from Falmouth, Maine is an emerging with. She performed "In Which Everyone
member of iSpeak, the spoken word is Household Appliances or in Which You
P~etry group at Wheaton. She came out Become a Woman," a poem tackling the
With a bang as she successfully silenced heavy subject of sexual assault in the life
t~e Lyon's Den upon delivering her stun- of a college student and highlighting the
ning poem, "In Which Everyone is House- potentially dark reality of its aftermath.
On her reasons for writing, Dyhrberg
hold Appliances or in Which You Become
'19 said that she loves
a Woman," at Open Mic
Night.
he creative aspect. The
Dyhrberg '19 began
hance to connect with
Writing when she was
thers through her work
Young and has been
s something she finds
doing so ever since.
nique and important to
She cites her father
he process.
as a major reason for
"Sometimes [writing]
beginning since he,
ells me things I'm subtoo, uses writing as a
onsciously thinking and
creative outlet.
on't want to believe,"
The first year of
aid Dyhrberg '19. Poems
high school marked
ometimes come out of
the beginning of her
what she calls the "live
Performance career.
birth" process in which
Her English teacher
they spontaneously come
had a profound effect
to mind. The majority
on Dyhrberg '19 and
·"""•··.'.;·..'""-'·'- • ~ -- f the time, however,
her writing by pushing Caroline Dyhrberg '19
the process takes time,
her to step outside
editing and many well-de
-her boundaries. The teacher herself has
served breaks.
9one to the Individual World Poetry
"The first time [performing] wasterSlam, a festival that brings together the
rifying," said Dyhrberg '19, though it is
best slam poets from North America and
clear that she has overcome any nerves
beyond.
in exchange for an unwavering, confident
voice.
Like most first-years on campus, DyhrDyhrberg '19 claims that she has no
berg '19 is navigating her way through
favorite poets but tends to gravitate
college life by putting herself out there.
toward poems that address important
In addition to iSpeak, she is also a
issues and contain meaningful imagery.
member of the community dialogue on
Dyhrberg '19 falls into the categories she
race and ethnicity through the Marshall
sets up for good poets, thus it will be
Center and a tutor at the Norton Middle
exciting to see where she takes her work
School.
over the next few years.
At the Lyon's Den, Dyhrberg '19

you into the story and allowing you to
leave whatever cultural baggage you
have about the founding fathers at the
door... We're telling the story of old,
dead white men but we're using actors
of color, and that makes the story more
immediate and more accessible to a
contemporary audience."
Miranda not only gives people of
color a voice and recognition in American history, but he also does the same
for women. There's not much written
about Alexander Hamilton's wife Eliza
regarding his affair, and a big part of
that is because women weren't documented like men were. In one of the
songs, "Burn," Miranda makes this lack
of documentation Eliza's choice in the
lyric "I'm erasing myself from the narrative," giving her a power that women
did not have back then.
This show and score is incredible and
will no doubt be instrumental in the
future of music, theatre and how we
talk about history.

Hamilton the Broadway Production

Credit: Wikipedia

Zara Salmon '18 appeals to the
universal through the personal
CELIA GRAHAM '19
WIRE STAFF
e
poem, "Feather" written
by Zara Salmon '18 was reited at the iSpeak Open Mic
Night at The Loft on October 7, 2015.

"For colored girls who have considered suicide when the rainbow
is enuf,
Don't.
Death is inevitable, death will
come.
But life,
life is but a moment,
In the spectrum, we call time."

"My life goal is to make my parents
proud."
Zara recited her poem with iSpeak,
a club which she got involved in in
April after having gone to their workshop. In addition to being a member
of iSpeak, she is also the treasurer
of the Better Together Club as well
as involved in Programming Council, lntervarsity Christian Fellowship,
DWOCC, BSA and works as a Late
Night Programmer for SAIL.
Zara is an English major and hopes
to continue improving in her writing. "Currently, I feel like I am at the
bottom," she says. "And if you're at
the bottom, there's only one way to go
from there."
To read more of Zara's work, you
can check out her blog at twistedlola.
blogspot.com

She wrote this poem as a response to
the film "For Colored Girls".
Her poem appeals to the universal
idea of despair. "Although the poem is
directed towards black women, I feel
like regardless of your race or gender,
any human can relate to being at such
a low place in your life that you feel
like giving up," she says. "'Feather'
can resonate with anyone."
Zara gets her inspiration from her
personal experiences. "I am not the
type ot person who likes to cry a
lot," she says. "When I am emotional
.. .
'
,
writing 1s my tears. ' She also gains
inspiration from looking at pictures,
paintings and writing from the viewer's
perspective.
In terms of challenges, Zara feels
that the ending of her poems is the
hardest part of writing. However,
she feels that family reactions are the
Zara Salmon '18. Credit: Zara Salmon '18.
reward. "I always read (my family)
my work first because their opinion
is what matters the most," she says.
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Wheaton's inaugural Lyons Pride SK had an extraordinary turnout
KEVIN A. GIL '16

SPORTS EDITOR

m

heaton's inaugural Lyons Pride SK had an outstanding turnout last Sunday morning as participants ran through the three-mile long course
around the college's idyllic, 181-year-old campus. All
proceeds for the event will benefit athletic programs
through the Wheaton Fund, which supports all aspects
of the college experience. A registration fee was collected from all participants of the race with discounted prices
for specific parties. Wheaton students were required to
pay $5 to participate, young alumnae/I (Classes of 2006.2015) had a $15 registration fee, and a $25 dollar fee was
collected from alumnae/faculty, staff and other members
of the community.
"I think the Lyons Pride SK was a fun way to bring all of
the Wheaton community together and highlight what a
special place this really is," said President Dennis Hanno.
"We had alums, students, faculty, staff, parents, Norton
neighbors - every possible constituent was represented
in the race today."
The race start and finish took place just outside of
Meadows on Fillmore Drive. An enjoyable, scenic route
had participants passing through the Wheaton Woods,
wrapped around the soccer fields and then crossed over
to run past Chase and up to the Dimple, winding down
along the science center before turning around on Howard Street to head back for a climatic finish. "What a
magnificent route!" said President Hanno. "It really gave
people a chance to see how beautiful this campus really
is."
"I thought this was a tremendous event, despite the
dicey weather," said Director of Athletics and Recreation
John Sutyak '00. "It was great to see the Wheaton community come out in support of the event, as well as see
our student athletes participating both as runners and
volunteers."
Being the first Lyons Pride Sk at Wheaton there were
endless efforts that went into piecing the event together. "Planning an event from scratch can be a challenge,"

Lyon at Lyons Pride SK Credit: Keith Nordstrom/

said Kristen Turcotte, Race Director and Director of Conference & Event Services at Wheaton. "Luckily we had
done a SK event on campus in the past and I was the
Race Director for that event as well. Not to mention that
I had an AWESOME race committee and wonderful student-athlete volunteers to work with."
The results of the race were as follows; Overall top
male and female finishers were Caren McCarthy '18 in
the female spot and Coach Karl Mader '12 in the male

Wheaton's longtime Vice President of Advancement
who planned on retiring at the end of October. She has
helped to raise millions of dollars for Wheaton since her
arrival to the college in 2001. "She has made immense
contributions to Wheaton during her time here and she
has the reputation of being just like the 'Energizer Bun·
ny,'-high energy and always on the go," said President
Hanno. "She will be retiring from Wheaton and it was
Dean Kate who had the great idea of honoring Marjorie
ot~
male st,dent had Mc by creating the Lyons Pride SK."
Marjorie Houston is an avid runner herself who is very
big on fitness and health. She was extremely happy with
the outcome of the event and expressed her sentiments
to President Hanno. "Marjorie told me it was a perfect
way for her to end her Wheaton career," said President
Hanno. "It brought the people she cares so much about
- everyone at Wheaton - together to do something that
she is very passionate about - running."
President Hanno participated in the race himself ac·
companied by his daughter and wife. "We all had a great
time and really enjoyed the race," said President Hanno.
"I didn't set any records but I sure had fun and it was
great to see so many Lyons out there participating or
supporting. I love this community!"
"Big round of applause need to go out to Becky Ebeling and Marco Barbone of Alumnae/i Relations, Laura
Carthy taking the female spot and Frederick Garneau Pedulli and David Laferriere of Communications, Ailish
'17 taking the male lead. To conclude, the top Alumnae/i Welch of Finance, Chris Paddock of Web Strategy and
were recognized as well with Karl Mader '12 earning the the Cross Country and Track and Field teams!" said Turmale spot and Killary Shusterman '14, now staff member cotte.
"I think this Sk is impactful for Wheaton, not simply
in Alumnae/i Relations taking the female lead.
"We were really pleased with the turnout; almost athletics," said Sutyak. "It brings the community togeth·
200 people participated on campus with another 60+ er for a good cause, the Wheaton Fund, which does a
as 'virtual' participants clocking their miles someplace tremendous amount in helping students here at Whea·
else around the world!" said Turcotte. "I think President ton. I hope to see this tradition grow more and more in
Hanno and I said we want to double the turnout for next the coming years."
year."
The event was created in honor of Marjorie Houston,
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First runners in Lyons Pride SK Credit: Keith Nordstrom/Wheaton College Facebook

Wheaton College Facebook

Have a correction or letter to the editor? Send an email to kilduff_adam@wheatoncollege.
edu, or come visit us! We meet in the 1960 Room in Balfour on Wednesdays at 7 p.m.

